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INTRODUCTION 
Water is the fluid of life itself. Our human body and the surface of the planet are composed mostly of 
water. Water is movement, it is perpetual transformation. It flows, it freezes in winter, it billows through 
the air in summer fogs. Its beauty kindles poetry, its ever-changing nature inspires myths. But there is 
also a precise science of water, or rather, many sciences- the physics of water, the science of hydrology or 
the circulation and movement of water, and the demanding study of water chemistry a.nd methods of 
treatment by which water is made drinkable. 

The story of water is one of history, politics, culture, power, and money . Great cities and civilizations 
have been built because of water. And where there was no water, human need has spawned magnificent 
engineering feats and civic enterprises. 

This book was commissioned by the San Francisco Art Commission for the San Francisco Water 
Department in conjunction with the expansion of the San Andreas Water Treatment Facility, on the 
peninsula south of San Francisco. The chapters within serve as an introduction to the San Francisco Water 
system's rich history and complexities, with an emphasis on the peninsula water system: a string of dams, 
reservoirs, and tunnels nestled in the wooded hills of San Mateo County. Though San Francisco gets 80% 
of its water from Hetch Hetchy Reservoir in the Sierra Nevada Mountilins, and only 20% from the 
peninsula water system, that 20% is very important. The San Andreas Valley was the center of San 
Francisco's early water history . And, because the peninsula watershed has been protected from 
encroaching development for well over 100 years, it stands today as one of the region's most valuable 
open spaces and wildlife refuges. 

Water, as a subject, has many levels, and a short book such as this must treat it in the most summary 
manner. Aqua Pum is intended as an introduction to this essentiaJ component of life. Because the city's 
water system is nothing more than those who built it, this book is dedicated to the people of the San 
Francisco Water Department, who have devoted their lives to ensuring fresh, plentiful, and safe drinking 
water for the city . 

Previtm.s page, looking west from 

Pulgas Temple water gallery 
toward Crystal Springs Reservoir. 
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The main instrument of landscape sculpture is of course water, or shui. This not only carves the mountains or 
valleys physically but flows through t/Je earth conveying the ch'i. From the water which flows an the surface in 
streams, rivers, and pools, dragons rise into the air, as the water itself evaporates. Wind or feng distributes the 
water vapour as clouds which, taking the fonn of dragons in the air, consolidate finally to precipitate l1je-giving rain 
onto mountains which are the traditional lair of these dragons. Tire clements wind and water are the essence of 
fcng-shui, which affect the eart/J and lrfe on it. 

- Stephen Skinner, Tire Living Earth Mamuzl of Feng-Shui. 

THE WATER CY~CLE 

To understand water, one must think in circles. Water moves 

through the environment in a circular path we call the water cycle. 

As with a circle, the water cycle has no beginning and no end. It is an 

infinite cycle of evaporation, transpiration, condensation, and 

precipitation. This sounds simple, but it is not. 

Water is essential for human beings. To get an idea of how much 

water we are m<Jde of, draw a line horizontally just below your chest: 

everything from that line to the ground represents wnter. Hold your 

hand to your mouth or nose and breathe for a minute, your hand 

will become damp. This is because water from your breath is 

condensing on your hand. You are transpiring. The water vapor 

condenses because it is cooler outside your body than within it. If 

you are sitting in a car on a cold night with all the windows rolled 

up, sooner or later they will fog over as the water vapor you are 

transpiring condenses on the surface of the window and, perhaps, 

even the ceiling. With enough condensation, the water will form 

drops and you may see some precipitation. 

Previous page, the Jepson Laurel, 
growing along the Sawyer Camp 
Trail on the peninsula Wiltershed is 

over 400 years old. Considered the 
oldest and largest California laurel 
(Umbe/Jularin calrfonllca) in the state, 
it is named after botanist Willis 

Linn Jepson. 
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surface. Plants such as these can often be found growing on the 

banks of rivers and s treams. Other plants, like !he oak tree, have long 

tap roots that reach deep into the earth to find ground water sources 

not visible on the surface. Animals in the wild drink water from 

rivers and ponds. They also get some water in the food they eat. This 

is true of humans as well. We get water through both drinking and 

eating. 

The water we u se is dosely ti ed to the naturo:1l cycle. It is also 

carcfu lly organi zed and con trolled by federal, state, and local 

governments. These control systems create o.nother, parallel water 

cycle based on human consumption. Wa ter is collected, treated, <~nd 

distributed for use. Once used, it is again collected, purified, and 

tes ted to government standards before beil\g released back into the 

environment to rejoin the natural cycle o ( evaporation, condensation, 

and precipitation. 

Wlzaf can flze1·e be more marvelous tllan waters suspended aloft in the 
heallens? Falling upon the earth, th~se waters become the prime cause of 
aJ/ t)lfll is tJzere produced, a truly wondrous provision of nature. For all 
our resources the earth is indebted to the bounteousness of water. 

-Pliny 

t 
t 
t 

t t 
t t t 

Transpiration When we breathe. 
some of the water within us rejoins 
the atmosphere through exhaled 
vapor. This is a form of evaporation 
catted transpiration. Plants a lso 
transpire by excreting water vapor 
through S1omafa - small holes or 
pores - on the underside of 
leaves. Bacause plants consume 
carbon dioxide and release oxygen. 
their transpiration is especially 
important to the quality of the 
earth's atmosphere. 
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Wlren we first opt:ned our eyt:s, we found our forefathers making rain, and we followed in their footsteps . You, who 
send to ihe city for com, and irrigate your gardt'n, may do without 1·ain: we can not manage in !hot way. lf we had 
not rain, the caH/e would have no pasture, the cows give no milk, our children become lean a11d die, our wives run 
away to other tribes who do have corn, our village disappear and the fires go out. So, we make rain. 

- A Bakwain rainmaker in conversation with Dr. David 
Livingstone, lvJissio1111ry Tr(fi.Je/5 ir1 SC!Illlr Africn, 1858. 

WHERE THE WATER COMES FROM 

Above, in cross section, the thick
walled water pipes used in San 
Francisco during the 19th century 

look like bagels. The pipes Me so 

thick because impurities in the 
metal and cumbersome 
manufacturing processes made 
quality control difficult in those 

days. 

Most of us would name the wheel and fire as two of the most 

important d iscoveries in the history of civilization. But how many of 

us recognize the importance of the large shell or th e dried gourd 

which served ilS the first canteen or bucket? Having a way to carry 

water freed people from the banks of the river and enabled them to 

explore unknown places, to expand their habitation, and to s tore 

water in dry seasons. H umans need water to Jive, and the evolution 

of society, from the smallest homestead to the greatest city, has 

depended on potable water. 

Where the water comes from, how to get it to where it is needed, Jnd 

what to do with it ilfter it has been used ilre important, if often 

invis.ible, themes throughout human history. Today, we just walk to 

the kitchen sink and turn the faucet <lnd out flows fresh, de<ll\ cool 

water. We never worry, it is always spilling oul from some 

mysterious place beneath the sink. Then, jus t as qu ickly as it 

appeared, with a twist of the faucet it disappears back under the 

sink. 
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Above, a young girl listens to the 

echo of a 44-inch pipeline at 

University Mound Reservoir. 
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Tap, a 24-inch flanged gate valve, 

with an 8-inch by pass to be used by 

the water deparhnent in the Palo 

Alto line, 

Bottom, the water pipes burst at 47th 

and Wawona in 1919. 

It is, of course, an illusion to believe that water really comes from 

under the sink. It's an even greater illusion to believe that water 

exists in inexhaustible amounts. The earth is three-quarters water, 

but only 3% is fresh water, and only 1% is fit for human 

consumption. The water we drink today is the same water that was 

around when dinosaurs roamed the earth, and possibly even before 

then. Scientists estimate that our water has been around for 3 billion 

years! In other words, water is a finite commodity on planet earth, 

We might have all we need, but what we have now is all we are e_ver 

going to have. 

JOURNEY TO THE SOURCE 

We're going to enter through the faucet and track back to the water 

source. 

We'll set, as our starting point, a house in the Mission District of San 

Francisco, near Potrero Hill. First, go inside the faucet, drop down 

under the sink, then travel back about 20 yards, through a 3/ 4-inch 

household water pipe, down the hall to a water meter. A quick spin 

through the metering valve, then out of the building and under the 

street into a larger 8-inch main water line. These are the pipes that 

sometimes break in big gushers and flood the streets. There are 1,200 

m.iles of water pipes under the streets of San Francisco, ranging in 

size from two inches to sixty inches. Fortunately, we don't have to 

travel through all of them. We only need to get from the sink up to 

the reservoir on Potrero Hill-that's about eight blocks or so. 



The Potrero Heights Reservoir is a huge, cavernous structure located 

at 22nd and Carolina streets. It was excavated into the rod< in 1897. lt 

stands 312 feet about sea level, holds one million gallons, and serves 

homes and businesses in the Potrero Hill District, the Mission 

District, and a long the Bayshore. The reservoi r is a very important 

stop when it comes to deliv~ring water. Irs at the top of a hill 

because gravity allows water to Aow easily downhill. By locating the 

reservoir at the highest point, water flows effortlessly into all the 

pipes at lower elevations. But wate r had to get to the top of this hill. 

Though most of the water in San Francisco is gravity-fed, on our way 

to the next s top, we pass through giant electric pumps that force 

water to the lop of Potrero Hill. 
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Aboue, Potrero Heights Reservoir 
and modern water tank. 

Left, inside Potrero Heights 

Reservoir as it is being cleaned. 
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Hetch Hetchy 

Hetch He1chy Reservoir, nestled in 
the Sierra Nevada some 160 miles 
to the east, provides about 75% of 
San Francisco's water. 

City engineers first raised the 
possibility of using the Tuolumne 
River waters in Hetch Hetchy Valley 
as early as 1882. The 
establishment of Yosemite National 
Park in 1890, however, meant that 
San Francisco had to get 
permission from the federal 
government to build the reservoir. 
The discussions, negotiations, and 
intrigues which stretched across 
thirty years were finally resolved by 
a bill introduced into the House of 
Representatives by John Raker of 
Manteca. Backed by William 
Randolph Hearst, who put his 
considerable powers of persuasion 
and his chain of national 
newspapers behind the campaign, 
the Raker Act was passed in 1913. 
Shortly thereafter, roads were buil1 
up to the site and an entire little 
village tor workers and engineers 
was established on the banks of the 
Tuolumne River. O'Shaughnessy 
Dam was completed in 1923. It 
took nine more years to complete 
the tunnels and aqueducts needed 
to convey Hatch Hetchy water to 
the city. 

We now travel to one of the twelve terminal reservoirs which supply 

water to several neighborhood distribution reservoirs, like Potrero 

Hill. We enter this reservoir through one of several pipes feeding the 

neighborhood reservoirs. TI1ese terminal reservoirs can be as big as 

two city blocks and hold up to 140 million gallons. 

We leave through a huge 60-inch pipe and journey about ten miles 

south toward Brisbane and South San Francisco. Here, the pipe splits 

into two branches. The left line runs southwest; the right one, due 

west. The southwest route takes us in pipes across the San Francisco 

Bay, through numerous tunnels a.nd pipes in the East Bay, then 

begins a steep, 100-mile trek to Hetch Hetchy Reservoir in the SLerra 

Nevada Mountains. Hetch Hetchy is a large man-made Jake that 

supplies water to the city. The water to Potrero Hill comes from 

Hetch Hetchy. 

Had we chosen the western path, we would have traveled through 

pipes that climb the hills above Millbrae to the San Andreas Water 

Treatment Facility. On this route, we pass throu_gh 14 million-gallon 

reservoirs, then travel backwards through a dizzying array of filters, 

bypass channels, and ozone contadors. Out the other side of these 

technical wonders, we have one more pipeline to traverse until, 

about one mile west, we finally see the light of day on the shores of 

the San Andreas Reservoir. This is one of three large, man-made 

lakes on the peninsula which form the catchment basin for the San 

Francisco Watershed and some overflow from Hetch Hetchy. 



Of course, this is not the final source of our water. A number of small 

streams Aow into San Andreas. We can follow them up the steep, 

tree-lined hills until they are just narrow trickling brooks or springs 

bubbling up from rocks. We take a break to catch our breath and 

recall U1at it t<1kes precipitation to fill the streams, and condensation 

to make the precipitation, and evaporati on and transpiration to 

create water vapor for the condensation. 

Quite a trip. The next time someo!'le says their water comes from 

"under the sink," you can tell them what it really looks like down 

there. 

Water is tlu principle, or tJte element of all t!lings. 

- Thales of Miletus 
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PIPE -
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Above, at Dumbarton in the East 
Bay, pipi?S carrying water from 
H etch Hetchy Reservoir pass under 

the Bay heading toward the 

peninsul<1 system. 

Bollom, Hetc.h Hetchy Valley, 
( . 1901. 
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WHY A TEMPLE? 
I give waters in the wilderness and rivers in tile desert, to give drink to my people. 

- From the Book of Isaiah 43:20; inscribed on the frieze atop the Pulgas Water Temple. 

Through the ages, water has held a powerful fascination 
lor our spiritual imaginations. Whether personified as 
god and goddess, or dramatized in creation myths , it 
has been regarded as one of the great mysteries of life. 
Water is still used in the purification rites of many 
religions, from the baptismal fonts in Roman Catholic 
churches to the sacred waters of the Ganges River in 
India. A more secular kind of purification is attributed to 
the healing waters of hot springs and mineral spas, a 
leisure-time activity in the United States, but a serious 
part of the health care syS1em in many other parts of the 
world. 

The sources of water have also long been held in 
special esteem. In excavating the areas surrounding 
some natural springs in Rome, archeologists have 
discovered layer after layer of cultural artifacts 
identifying water sources as sacred sites. For thousands 
of years, people had left flowers, sacred stones, coins, 
and other valuables to appease the god ot the spring 
and bring good fortune to themselves and their families. 
Some may scoff at such superstitions today, yet many 
continue to make wishes at wishing wells and toss 
coins into pools and fountains for good luck. 

There is a long history of special architecture associated 
with water. The Roman aqueducts are monuments to 
classical ingenuity. Early Christians built stone gateways 
before holy wells , marking the spots where saints were 
martyred or buried. 

The decision to bu ild an unabashedly classical temple at 
Crystal Springs in the first half of the 20th century may 
seem like an anachronism. It belongs, in fact, to a very 
specific period of architectural history. In turn-of-the
century America, there was one standard for the design 
of public buildings - the Beaux-Arts. an amalgamation 
of classical proportions and mannerist motifs. The style 
was first espoused in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of Paris, 
the train ing ground for many American architects. The 
Pulgas Temple was designed by a collaborative team 

of an architect and an artist . The design was first 
produced in miniature by architect William Merchant. It 
was then scaled up and engineered by artist and master 
stone carver Albert Bernasconi . 

The Beaux-Arts style and philosophy was exemplified in 
the plans and works of the City Beautiful Movement, a 
campaign to rebuild American cities according to the 
stately symmetries of classical Greece and Rome. 
Architects and city planners at the turn of the century 
considered well-designed buildings and streets to be a 
cure tor many of society's ills. They believed exposure to 
classical proportions and well-planned streets and 
plazas would call to mind the political ideals of classical 
philosophy, and, thereby, have an uplifting effect on the 
morals of citizens_ 

The Water Temple was built as a Public Works Project 
in the 1930's, during the height of the Great Depression. 
By then, nineteenth-century, Beaux-Arts ideals had 
been replaced by a modern, stream-lined architectural 
aesthetic. So from the moment it was built, the water 
temple was a little old-fashioned. Still, it conveys an 
appreciation of the natural wonder of water , and 
commemorates the civic ideals and engineering 
ingenuity that created the San Francisco water system. 

In fact, there are three water temples, two buill by 
Spring Valley Water and one by San Francisco Water. 
The first designed by Architect Willis Polk was the 
Sunol Water Temple in the East Bay, marking the Sunol 
Valley Infiltration Galleries, a ground water collection 
project of the Spring Valley Water Company The 
second marks the San Andreas lake intake line and is at 
the entrance to the San Andreas filter plant property. 
The final water temple is of course the Pulgas Temple 
on the San Francisco peninsula, which marks the point 
where the waters of the Sierra meet the waters of 
Crystal Springs Reservoir. Today. this water temple is 
the official symbol of the San Francisco Water 
Department. 
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Above, watercarter in Northern 

California, c. 1855. 



Renouncing any fonn of its own, it becomes the creative matrix f(ff form in everything else. 
Renouncing any life of its own, it becomes the primal substance in all life. 
Renouncing material fixity, it becomes the implementer of material change. 
Renouncing any rhythm of its own, it becomes the progenitor of rhythm elsewhere. 

- Theodor Schwenk, Water: The Element of Life 

WATER FOR SAN FRANCISCO 

The history of water in San Francisco is closely tied to the city's 

climate and geography. Located on a peninsula, bounded on three 

sides by salt water, San Francisco is actually quite dry. There are 

sometimes periods of greatly reduced rainfall, even in the winter 

months. From May to September, there is often no rain at all. Such 

droughts can last several years. Because precipitation is seasonal 

and unpredictable, the original inhabitants of the area and the early 

settlers had to rely on natural springs and ground water. The 

availability of a reliable, year-round water supply that did not dry 

up in the long summer months was among the most important 

considerations for determining the location of the early settlements. 

People drew water from a number of springs and streams, and even 

small lakes. But, as the population grew, the sources within the city 

itself could not supply enough water for people's needs. 

The other natural difficulty encountered in providing water for the 

city of San Francisco is its topography: the city is very hilly and 

many homes are located high on the slopes and ridges. Water flows 

Water For San Francisco 15 
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Aqui1Elf A layer of porous rock 
sandwiched between less porous 
strata beneath the surface of the 
earth . Holes and space in the rock 
and sand hold large amounts of 
water which, through deep wells, 
can be brought to the surface. 
Aquifers can cover just a few 
square miles. like the one beneath 
San Francisco. or tens of thousands 
of square miles like the Oglala 
Aquifer which underlies most of the 
upper American Midwest. Aquifers 
are not inexhaustible: they can dry 
up. When they do, the land above 
them subsides or sinks. Water held 
deep beneath the earth is known as 
groundwater. Water that is readily 
available. in rivers. lakes. and 
reservoirs, is known as surface 
water. 

Topography Toposis Greek for 
place, and graphy means to write: 
"Place-writing ." In other words. 
maps. II is also a way to describe 
the continuous character of the 
earth's surface. 

Right, looking west towards Twin 

Peaks from 16th and Bryant streets 

in 1860. The bridge in the 

foreground passes over Mission 

Creek. The sailing ship is 

delivering goods to the Center 
Wool Warehouse. 

naturally downhill, but it tnkes energy and technology to bring it to 

higber elevations. While we n ow have electricity and fossil fuels to 

run pumps, the only energy sources available for carrying water 

uphill iJ:l the early years were people-power- hauling it by hand; 

and horse-power- hauling it .in a wagon. As technology developed 

in the 19th and 20th centuries, and as the population of San Francisco 

and California grew, water was an ever-present concern. 

BRINGING WATER TO THE CITY 

In 1769 a tattered and tired group of Spanish explorers who had 

walked north all the way (rom what is now San Diego, crested a hill 

just south of present-day San Francisco and saw o large body of 



water. At first they thought it was an enormous lake, but soon 

discovered that it was a Scllt water estuary, with a navigable outlet to 

the sea. joumaJs kept by some of the men on the first and many of 

the subsequent explorations descr ibe the thin columns of smoke 

rising from p laces around the water's edge - the campfires of the 

native inhabitants. The Bay Area, with its mild climate, oak trees, 

plentiful wildlife, and rich fisheries wils home to many people before 

the the Spanish arrived. We now call the indigenous people who 

lived in small villages along s treams .u1d on the bay shore the 

Ohlone, but we know very little abo ut how they described 

themselves, or indeed, how they Jived, because their communities 

were soon destroyed by the arrival of Europeans. For this reason, 

li ttle is known o£ Ohlone water use. 
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TI111rsday, March 28. I said Mass . 
In tlu morning the weat/1er was 
fair, althoug/1 there wue same 
clouds which scarcely permitted me 
to observe; but by length and dint 
of care and patience I succeeded in 
making the observation ... 
Wt' ascended a small hill and then 
entered upon a mesa that was 7,Jety 
gree11 and flower-covered, with an 
abu11dance of wild violets. 
TI1e mesa is very open, 
of considerable ex lent, and level, 
slaping a little toward tile harbor. 
TI1is mesa affords a most delightful 
view, for Jram it one sus a large 
part of the port and its islands as 
Jar as tile other side to tl~e mouth of 
tile harbor, and of tl1e sea all t/Jat 
tile sight can take in as far beycmd 
tile farallones. (lldcet:J, altl10ugll in 
all my travels I saw very good 
sigllts and beautiful coun l:!y, I saw 
none wl1iclr pleased me so much as 
this. And I think /JJat if it could be 
well settled like Eurape there would 
not be anything more beautiful in 
all tile world, for it lias the best 
advantages for founding in it a 
most beautiful city, with all the 
ccmveniences desil'ed, by land as 
well as by sea, with that harbor so 
remarkable and so spacious, 
in which may be establisJ1ed 
shipyards, docks, and auytlting that 
might be wished. 

From the diary kept by Father 
Pedro Font, who traveled with Juan 
Bautista de Anza on his journey to 

establish a presidio and mission on 
San Francisco Bay, 1775. 
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Verba Buena, January 30, 1847 

Historical Buildings 

Casa Grande The res1dence 
of Willam Antoruo Richardson, 
1835 

2. Jacob Leese House The 
second settler's home, 1836. 

3. Home of Sam Brannan, first 
pnnter in Verba Buona. 

4. Brown's Hotel 
5. Mexican Customs House. 
6. Dan Sill, blacksmith, who 

hunted deer on Rincon H1ll. 
7. Portsmouth House, heart of the 

commun1ty and site of the 
town's only billiards table. 

8. Home of doctor and editor 
Elbert Jones 

9 Mule-powered grist mill 
10. Leidsdorff House 
11 Hudson Bay Store 
12. Kent Hall, buill from the sea

going bark, Kent. 
13. Nathan Spear's store. 
14. Hinckley home, s1te of the first 

city hall 
15 Leidsdorff hide warehouse A 

shallow-draft schooner could 
pull right up to the dock. 

16 Temescal built by the NatJve 
American crew of Richardson's 
schooner. 

17 Boat land1ng and wash house 
on a spnng - an ojo de aqua. 

18. Ellis saloon and 24-foot deep 
well. 

Modern structures, c. 1992: 

A. Banker's Heart sculpture. 
B. Portsmouth Square. 
C. Transamerica Pyramid. 

Wherever they went in the world du ring those centuries of 

exploration, the Sparush were concerned with protecting their newly 

acquired lands and their people. Throughout California, they quickly 

established mili tary encampments, or presidios, and agricultural 

settlements, or mic:;sions, led by priec;ts charged with converting 

native peoples to Christianity. In 177o, ju!=:t c;even years after the 

Spanish stumbled upon the San Francisco Bay, they established a 

presidio at the entrance to the bay, and the Mission San Francisco de 

Asis on the ba nks of a sizable stream in the sheltered, sunny heart of 

the peninsula. 



Locating the Presidio fort atop the cliffs overlooking the Golden Gate 

was primarily a strategic decision - the troops had to defend the 

entrance to the bay . But it was also important to have a convenjent 

source of water. Among the early settlers' sources were the spring 

called El Polin, claimed by the indigenous people to promote 

reproductive fertility in women- a tradition that was continued by 

later European settlers- the Laguna del Presidio, a. smaJl lake, and 

Arroyo del Puerto, a creek which ran from the lake to the ocean. 

These latter two sources, now caJ!ed Mountain Lake and Lobos 

Creek, have played an important role in supplying the Presidio with 

water £rom 1776 to the present day. 

ln 1835 the village of Yerba Buena was established in a sheltered 

cove on the eastern shore of the San Francisco peninsula, near whnt 

is now the heart o£ the city's financial district. Just like the earlier 

presidio and mission, the site for the town was determined by the 

availability of water, primarily from nearby springs and small lakes. 

The cove itself offered a deep anchorage, enabling ships to come 

quite close to the shore, and the village soon became a popular place 

for ships sailing the Pacific to stop for wood, water, food, and 

trading goods. 

Although there were numerous springs and lakes within reach of the 

settlement, historic records indicate that many of them did not run 

year around, or went dry in periods of drought. Sometimes the 

sources yielded brackish and foul-tasting water. Near the present

day intersection of Montgomery and Sacramento streets, there was a 
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Water and the Spanish missions 

When the Spanish first established 
themselves in the Bay Area in late 
1776, the site for a military 
fortification was clear: the 
promontory overlooking the 
entrance to the bay offered the best 
strategic advantage. There W?re, 
however, many more options for a 
miss'1on. The first choice was on 
the banks of San Francisquito 
Creek, near present-day Palo Alto, 
a site identified as an ideal location 
by Father Francisco Palou in 177 4_ 
San Francisquito Creek, however, 
did not have sufficient summer flow 
to sustain a settlement. The fathers 
inspected sites near the presidio 
itself and in the fields above the Cliff 
House and Ft. Miley, as well as the 
lagoon at Bean Hollow, and San 
Gregorio Valley to the south. 

Father Palau eventually found a site 
in the sunny heart of the peninsula, 
about three miles from the presidio, 
on the banks of a stream which 
wound its way east to the bay. The 
site for Mission San Francisco de 
Asis - we know it today as Mission 
Dolores - appeared to provide 
everything the mission community 
needed: a reliable water supply, 
good grazing for cattle and sheep, 
and good soil and climate for 
growing food . Within a few years, 
however, it seemed not such a 
good choice. The soil was, in fact, 
quite poor. Cool fogs and brisk 
winds stunted the fruit trees. Only 
cabbage, asparagus, and salad 
greens flourished in the mission 
gardens. 
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Artesian Well A deep, drilled well 
which reaches water held under 
pressure in a stone aquifer. When 
the pressure is released through the 
well hole, the water is forced 
upward to the surface. sometimes 
in a spouting fountain . Water for the 
cities of London and Paris comes 
from artesian wells. The name 
"artesian" is derived from Artois. a 
former province in France 

Brackish water Slightly salty 
water. 

Reservoir A man-made lake. 
often formed by damming a river or 
stream, which collects water and 
holds it for future use. 

Spring Ground water that seeps 
upward to the surface through 
cracks and faults in the rock strata. 

fresh-water lake, called Laguna Dulce. Native people often built 

temescals, or sweat lodges, on its banks, using the cold water as a 

bracing refresher after time spent in the hot steamy huts. Laguna 

Dulce served the needs of Yerba Buena and the ships that stopped 

for water until1844, when it was filled in to extend the waterfront. 

Near the corner of Washington and Powell, lay Spring Vnlley, an 

nrea rich in ground water sources. There were also important springs 

in the vicinities of the corners of present-day Pine and Sansome, Pine 

and Powell, and Mason an.d Francisco. Lombard and Laguna streets, 

in the Marina District, rn.nrk the banks of the now disappeared 

Wnsherwoman's Lagoon, named for the enterprising women who 

staked out its shores with tubs and drying lines for the city 's laundry. 

In 1848 San Francisco had about 900 people. One year later, with the 

onset of the Gold Rush, the population exploded to 30,000. The few 

small springs and meandering streams near the central city were 

barely capable of supplying water to drink, much less enough to 

bathe or wash clothes. There were no pipes and faucets for water 

delivery, such as we have today . Water had to be hauled into the 

house or place of business by hand, in a bucket or a barrel. Some 

people were fortunate to have springs on their property or nearby 

Others dug wells, including artesian wells . Most residents of the 

city, however, had to pay someone to bring them water. To meet this 

growing demand, people \Vent into business as water-carters, 

drawing water from springs on their land or outlying sources, and 

dispensing it around the city from kegs strapped to mules or from 

horse drawn wagons carrying large barrels of water. ln 1857 there 



were about 120 carters in the city, charging cus tomers anywhere 

from ten cents to a dollar for a gaJlon of drinking water. 

The fi rst water-carters were entrepreneurs like Juan Miguel Aguirre, 

a Basque na tive who came to San Francisco after three years in 

Uruguay. He drew his water (rom Mountain Lake in the Presid io. 

Eventually water-carting developed into a s izeable enterprise. The 

firm of Lynde and Putnam drew its supply from a well on Telegraph 

Hill between Washington and Jackson streets. Two New Hampshire 

brothers, Silas and David Locke, joined forces with Otis F. Willey to 

dig a w ell on Belden Place, between Montgomery and Kearny 

streets, and to supply the city usi ng six carts, each carrying 200 

gaJions. Captain Willi am Antonio Richardson, a British sailor who 

had deserted a whaler to settle in Sausalito in 1822, and his son-in

law, Manuel Torres, established the Saucelito Water Works in 1850. 

(fhe early rancho in Marin followed the Spanish s pelling.) Fresh 

water drawn from springs in the vicinity of Sausali to was piped 

aboard waterboats, and delivered to water-carters on the 

Washington Street Wharf in San Francisco. 

While water was scarce and expensive, the Jack of a steady supply in 

San Francisco was aJso dangerous. There w ere five great fir~s from 

1849 to 1851, each of which destroyed most of the city. The city 

government responded to the devastation from the fires by ordering 

several dsterns and reservoirs to be built on hills surrounding the 

central city. Some of these were fed by wells, some by saJ t water 

carted on wagons from the Bay. 
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Above, $39,962,660651 check to 

Spring Valley Water Company for 
city purchase of their water faci lites, 
properties, etc. March 3, 1930. 
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Top, Mountain Lake, in the 
Presidio, source for an early failed 

attempt to develop a water system 

for the city. It was assumed th.1t 
Mountain Lake was a spring fed 
lake and the source of Lobos Creek. 
EventuaUy, it was discovered lhat 
the lake was produced by ground 
water run off, while Lobos Creek 
was fed by a huge aquifer that 

underlies the western p<lrt of the 

city as far south as Lake Merced. 

Bottom, Lobos Creek still supplies 
water for the Presidio military 

reservation. 

Beyond the Black Point, we climbed a trestle and mounted a flume I !tat 
was our highway to the sea. Through this flume the city was supplied 
witlz wafer. Sometimes we were many feet in the air, crossing a cove 
where the sea broke at high tide; samefimes we were in a cut amollg the 
rocks on a jutting point; and sometimes the sand from the desert above us 
drifted down and buried the flume so lltat it disappeared quite out of 
sigltt. 

- In the Footprints of the Padres. 
Charles Warren Stoddard 

As San Francisco continued to grow, and the demand for water 

increased, enterprising businessmen and engineers investigated 

ways to supply the city through pipes. The fi rst of these larger efforts 

was the Mountain Lake Water Company, begun in 1851. The 

com.pa.ny's engineers intendt'd to bring water from Mountain Lake in 

the Presidio across a distance of some three-and-a-haH miles to the 

center of the city. The project encountered numerous financial, 

political, geologicaL and engineering problems, and failed in 1857. 

T he San Francisco City Water-Works was the first company to 

successfully introduce water to the city through pipes. The year was 

1858, and the source was nearby Lobos Creek. A group led by John 

Bensley, Asa B. Perkins, A.W. Von Schmidt, and Anthony Chabot, 

ran a series of redwood flumes (rom a dam constructed at the mouth 

of Lobos Creek eastward along the shore of the bay to Blackpoint 

where steam engines pumped water to reservoirs on Telegraph and 

Russian hills. 



The success of this first commercial effort spawned several other 

water companies, among them tne- Independent Water Company, 

which planned to use water from Hunter's Point. The Water-Works 

Company of San Francisco and the Islais and Salinas Company, 

both sought to pipe water from Jslais Creek. The most successful of 

these competing wat('r ventures, however, was the Spring Valley 

Water Works. Organized in 1858 by George H. Ensign and others, 

Spring Valley concentrated on laying pipes in the streets of San 

Francisco. San Francisco City Water-Works eventually bought 
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Beloru, in 1860, the San Francisco 
Water Works, built a redwood 
flume from LobosCreek around the 
ctiffs of the bay eastward to pumps 
at Black Point, near the present-day 
site of Gh~rardel li Square. The 
p umps lifted water to the Lombard 
Street and Francisco Street 
reservoirs on Russian Hill.. 
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Above, before the development of 
methods {or casting very large 

metal pipes capable of carrying 
large amounts of water, flumes 
made of wood and brick carried 
water over long distances. 

out the other firm in 1865, merging the two under the name Spring 

Valley Water Company. Lobos Creek remained an important source 

for the ctty's water until 1893. It s ti II suppl ies water to the Pres~dio 

military reserv~tion. The Spring Valley Water Company became the 

m ain water supplier £or San francisco. It rem ained under private 

ownership, generating many individ ual fortunes, until it wc:~s 

purchased by the City of San francisco in 1930. 

For many years, watercarters had filled their barrels from streams in 

the mountains sou th of San f rancisco. The Spring Valley Water 

Company also began looking for new, untapped sources on the 

peninsu la. Unlike the watercarte rs, Spring Vall ey h ad real money 

nnd p ower beh ind it. The company was able to buy as much 

peninsula land as it needed to build reservoirs and water works. ln 

1860 the company built a dam across Upper Pilarcitos Creek, a.nd 

two years later, it had completed a 32-mile redwood flume (rom the 

Pilarcitos reservoir to Laguna Honda, nestled 370 feet high in the 

hills above San Francisco. From Laguna Honda, water was piped 

down into the city. 

Although Pil arcitos supplied up to five million gallons a day, it 

quickly proved inadequate to the city's demand . In 1867 a new, 

higher dam was begun on Pilarcitos Creek. Within a year, Spring 

Valley had successfully bought out the farmers in S<U:~ And(es VaJiey 

and had begun a dam across San Mateo Creek. The fields and 

o rchards of the valley floor soon d isappeared beneath another 

reservoir. Water from San Andres flowed to the city in 1870. By 1873 



the company began constructing the Upper: Crystal Springs dam. As 

the dam neared completion in 1876, Spring Valley Water Company 

was recognized as the largest commercial corporation in the state of 

California. 

The city's seemingly insatiable demand for water caused yet another 

dam, Lower Crystal Springs, to be constructed in 1889. This was the 

first concrete dam built in America. Spring VaJley also looked to the 

East Bay hills for water, finding new sources in the headwaters of 

Alameda Creek. 

The Spring Valley Water Company and the city of San Francisco 

were entangled in a never-ending series of lawsuits about who owed 

whom how much. By the turn of the century, San Francisco was one 

of a very few cities in the United States which did not have a 

municipal water system, &:~nd city o((icials were determined to recti fy 

the problem. The city began looking elsewhere for its own water. 

Thirteen possible sou rces were considered: the Tuolumne River in 

the Sierra Nevada, the Eel River, Putah Creek, Clear Lake and Cache 

Creek, the McCloud River, the Sacramento River, the Feather River, 

the Yuba River, the American River, Lake Tahoe, the Mokelumne 

River, the Stanislaus River, and the San Joaquin River. 

The city set its sights on the Tuol umne and Hetch Hetchy Valley, an 

altogether superior so urce because Hetch Hetchy was part of 

Yosemite National Pari<, fou nded in 1890. The .national park 

designation guaranteed a pure water supply in perpetuity. 
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Tqp, Hermann Schussler and 

Crystal Springs Dam. Designed t~nd 

constructed by the German-bocn 

engineer , it was the largest concrete 

dam in the world and an 

engineering wondar of the day. 

Bollam, plans for the interlocking 
block system on C rystal Spcjngs 
dam. 
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The Water Entrepreneur 

The early history of San Francisco 
water is full of enterprising 
businessmen determined to get rich 
giving the people what they needed 
-water. Some. like John Bensley, 
who founded the San Francisco 
City Water Works in 1856, and 
George H. Ensign. who started 
Spring Valley Water ·Works in 
1858, did find fortune in water. 
Among the most colorlul characters 
of I he early years was Alfred 
"Nobby" Clarke, who after an 
argumenl wilh his neighbor, 
Behrend Joost (who also happened 
10 have a water business) founded 
Clarke's Waler Works in 1891 . 
Clarke channeled the water from 
wells and springs on his property on 
the western slopes of Twin Peaks 
downward into Eureka Valley and 
parts of the Mission District. The 
holding ponds and humble fixtures 
of his waterworks were named after 
members of his family -Nellie 
Reservoir and Agnes Pumps -as 
well as polilical figures whom he 
admired. Clarke built an ornate 
mansion, which still stands at 
Caselli and Douglas streets. He 
was renowned for the holiday 
picnics he held for the 
neighborhood. replete wilh water 
spouts and daredevil entertainers. 

In addition, the high elevation meant the system could operate 

through. gravity flow, and the water department would be able to 

reali ze a profit by selling hydroelectric power produced by the dam. 

FederaJ legislation of 1913- the Raker Act- aimed to give the city 

the right to dam the Tuolumne. The act met with fierce opposition 

from Spring Valley, which wan ted to protect its own economic 

interests, and from naturalists such as John Muir, who thought tbe 

Hetch Hetchy Valley deserved the full preservation status accorded 

the r es! of Yosemite. Despite this heavy opposition, the massive 

O'Shaughnessy Dam was begun in 1923. Spring VaJiey, realizing it 

was going to lose, sold to the ci ty for $39.9 million. By 1934, water 

from the Tuolumne River flowed through enormous tunnels and 

p ipes down the slopes of the Sierr<t, across the Central Valley, and 

under the bay to join the waters of the Crystal Springs reservoirs 

south of San Francisco. 

T1te forms and configuratiol!s of the landscape should be looked upon as 
tlte body of the dragan: the water and underground springs are tile blood 
and veins of the dragon; the plants and foliage is lite l!air; nnd dwellings 
as the clothes. 

- Huang-ti chai-ching. 
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'Die wafer of hfe is C(lSily had: everybody possesses it, tJwugh without k11owing its value. 
lt is despised by the stupid because they assume t/1at every good f!lillg is always outside and somewl1ere else, and 
that the source within is nothing. 

- C.G. Jung, Psychology rmd Alchemy. 

WATER TREATMENT AND DELIVERY 

The task of bringing water to the places where people live has been 

a constant challenge throughout human history. Imagine hauling 

drinking water by hand, or transporting water - bucket by heavy 

bucket- from river to garden to grow food. To this day, women in 

some third world countries spend 60% of their time currying water. 

At a weight of eight pounds per gallon, hauling water is laborious, 

exhausting toil. But humans are naturaJ inventors, especially when 

it comes to making a hard job easier. While early inventions for 

moving water did not eliminate labor altogether, they did make 

the work easier and more efficient. 

One of the oldest implements for moving water is the water sweep, 

consisting of a long stick balanced on a fulcrum. The stick is 

weighted with stones on one end, the other end hns a large bucket. 

When weight is applied downward on the end with the stones, the 

bucket of water at the other end can be easily raised. We know from 

archaeological records that the water sweep was used by ancient 

Egyptian civilizations. Another early invention for moving water 

Preuums page,With a long dip net, a 
water department employee 
prepares to take algae samples at 

Stone Dam. 
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Right, Egyptian water sweep. 

Above, Archimedes screw. 

Aqueduct A man-made channel 
for conveying water over long 
distances, both below and above 
ground. Aqueducts can range in 
appearance from the striking 
architecture of the Roman 
aqueducts (which often carried two 
or three channels atop one another) 
to the purely functional systems of 
pipes and tunnels which snake 
across California's Central Valley 
today, bringing water from the 
Sierra Nevada to cities on the 
coast. 

Cistern A large, underground tank 
or reservoir used to store water. 

Waterworks The entire system of 
reservoirs, aqueducts, tunnels and 
pipes through which water is 
captured, stored, treated, and 
delivered to a city. 

is the Archimedes Screw, named after Archimedes, a Greek 

mathematician and physicist (285 - 212 B.C.). A large screw is 

placed inside a cylinder. When the lower end of the cylinder is 

placed in water and the screw is turned, water rises in a continuous 

spiral to the top of the cylinder. 

Both of these inventions were useful fo r moving small amounts of 

water over short distances, particularly vertical distances, such as 

over the steep banks of rivers or streams. As cities grew larger, it 

became necessary to move larger amounts of water over greater 

distances. Good water transportation was especially important in 

arid regions, where settlements were often quite distant from 

reliable water sources. Some of the earliest known waterworks were 

the Kiraz of Afghanistan and the Foggara of Syria, both located in 

the seasonally dry and hot Middle East. In these regions, 

subterranean aqueducts transported water from hillside springs to 

the dry but fertile valleys below. Once the water reached the 

valleys it was often stored in cisterns. Ln the eastern deserts of 

North Africa at Wadi Gerrawi stand giant earthworks whid1 once 



held water for cities and farms. These the the oldest standing 

structures in Egypt, even older than the pyramid tombs. 

The Roman Emp ire las ted 500 years and stretched as far north as 

England and as far south as Africa. Roman aqueducts, which 

extended throughout much of the Empire's holdings, stand out as 

both a n architectural and engineering achievement. Many still 

stand, and some <HC still being used. The Roman waterworks, like 

those of Afghanistan, Syria, and Egypt, relied on gravity flow . 

Water was t ransported fro m h.igher elevations to lower elevations 

through the natural downward pull of gravity. Gravi ty flow is 

still the operative principle of many of the world's great water 

systems, including San Frandsco's. 

111e qualities of tire waters differ from one anoth£r in taste and weight; so 
t11ey differ mucl1 in otlzer qualities. One should consider tire waters, 
whether tJrey be marshy and soft, or hard and nmningfrom elevated and 
rocky situations, an then if they are salt ish aud unfit for cooki11g. There 
are many things to consider, for water coulribu lt!s much to health. 

- Hippocrates {460- 354 B.C.) 

Water delivery is only half the battle. Water guality ms also a key 

consideration. Often the water which is most convenient for use is 

und rin kable, either for reasons of heal th - the water is 

contaminated with bacteria or pollutants- or reasons of taste and 

aesthetics-- it is muddy, discolored, or tastes bad. We judge wa ter 

quality through m any criteri a, including visuaJ clarity, taste, and 
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Above, Photos tJken in (from lop lo 
bollom) 1901, 1931, and J959 at the 
site of current Interstate 280-101 
interchange. Bernal Heights is seen 

in the backgroul'\d. The flumes and 

pipes pass northward from the San 

Francisco watershed properties to 

the city, over what was once the 

bed of lslais Creek, now buried 
beneath landfill. 
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Parts per million This flexible 
ratio formula is used by water 
engineers to measure pollutants 
and chemical purifiers in water. A 
ratio of one part per million can be 
compared to a few grains ol salt 
dissolved in an Olympic-sized 
swimming pool. 

Potable water Water that is 
suitable for human consumption. 

odor. Purity in water is a subjective judgment, and different cultures, 

di ffercn t historic ages, and even different individuals have 

varying ideas as to what constitutes pure water. Through the years 

the criteria for purity have themselves evolved. Once clarity and 

lack of objectionable odor or taste were enough. In 1912 the City of 

San Francisco hired William J. McAlpine, one of the foremosl 

engineers and water men of the day, to do a water study. McAlpine 

claimed, "All fresh water is derived primarily from the ocean by 

the operation of natural distillation ... lhe water which is 

precipitated from the atmosphere may be considered pure." But 

today, water falling through the atmosphere absorbs oxygen, 

nitrogen, und copious amounts of carbon dioxide from air pollution. 

In some parts of the world, air pollution is so great it causes acid 

rain. The rainwater is so polluted it poisons lakes and streams. 

Today in the United States we have complex standards for water 

which are constantly being revised to reflect the latest concepts of 

sufety and purity. But standards for potable water are surpassed by 

demands for purity in certain industries; for instance, the water 

used in washing silicon chips used in manufacturing computers must 

be absolutely chemically pure - no contaminants whatsoever, just 

plain H20. This purity cannot be measured in "parts per mitlion," 

the system used in evaluating drinking water. Instead, its purity is 

measured at the molecular level by resistance to low voltage 

electrical charges. Water this pure is very expensive to produce, 

and is not chemically stable. It absorbs atmospheric gases and 

minerals from storage containers. 



Much as water delivery has presented challenges to architectural 

ingenuity throughout history, so has water quality challenged 

chemistry and engineering. Modern water treatment utilizes many 

processes, including settling, filtration, coagulation, disinfection, 

algae control, aeration, and distillation. Like gravity flow, many 

of these processes are based on fundamental principles of physics 

and the natural world, and have been used in various forms for 

millenia. For instance; the concept of settling- water is left to stand 

in a container until any solids s uspended in it have accumulated on 

the bottom - is depicted on the walls of the tomb of Arnenhotep II in 

Egypt. The painting shows two figures siphoning liquid from the 

top of a jar, the bottom of which is thick with sediments. Today, 

settling is used in water treatment to reduce turbidity and ensure 

water clarity. 

There arc many arrangements for filtering water -screening it for 

dirt and other particulates. One of the earliest forms of filtration 

involved using a wick to siphon water. As the cloth of the wick 

absorbt.'CI the water, it trapped dirt. Porous s tone has been uS«! for 

centuries by people from .'vfexico to japan. Household water filters 

cono;i"ting of copper vesselc: filled with c;and wPrP c-ommon in Europe 

from the 16th to the 18th centuries. In 1685 an Italian physician, 

Lucan Antonius Portius, used the hull of a boat to create a portable 

filter in which water passed thro ug h several layers of sand, 

dupli cati ng in miniat ure the earth's natu ral processes. 

Encyclopedias of the mid 1700's lis ted as suitable filter media 

many substances, including sponge, sand, crushed glass, perforated 
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Top, earliest known record of 
rudunentary water treatment, 
found in the tomb of Amcnhotep II 
in Egypt. 

Bottom, still and wick siphon, an 
ancient distillation apparatus c. 8th 
century A.D. From the Works of 
Ctber. 
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Right, Amy's machine to purify 

water, made of a floating filter box. 
Sponges were inserted in sides of 

the box and in partitions of the 
trailer. From Mncllines etf,ueutions 
Approuvee.s pr1r /' Acndimie Roynle des 
Scil!llces, 1745. 

Turbidity From the Latin word 
meaning confused, it refers to the 
cloudiness of water, or how much 
particulate (solid) matter is 
suspended in water. Clarity is the 
opposite of turbidity. 

copper p late, flannel, linen_ and paper. The encyclopedias also 

reiterate the use of a pendant or thread as a wick siphon. 

The efficiency of charcoal as a filter medium was first explored in 

1790 by Johannes Tobia Lowitz, a chemistry professor at St. 

Petersburg. Professor Lowitz was particularly concerned with 

providing ships' crews with good-tasti.ng, healthful water for Jong 

sea voyages. His first task was to prevent water from going bad. He 

then moved on to issues of purification and filtration. Lowitz 

discovered that passing water through charcoal removed bad 

tastes and odors while also clarifying it. Jn one of his m01:e unusual 

experiments, Lowitz succeeded in using a charcoal filter to remove 

the brown coloration and much of the taste and odor of one of the 

finer brandies of the day . Anthracite coat by itself or .in 

combination with other subs tances, is still used in water treatment, 

ind uding in the filter beds of San Francisco's state-of-the-art water 

treatment facility. 

Another method for clarifying water is congulation, whereby small 

particles of dirt and other impurities gather into m<1sses until they 

are heavy enough to sink. Often, in this process, a specific substance 

is used as a coagulant. The Egyptians used crushed almonds to settle 

dirt in jars of water. In the Sudan region of North Africa, crushed 

dried beans were utilized. An Indian manuscrip t of 400 A.D. 



suggests that if a certain nut is rubbed on the inside o ( an 

earthenware vessel containing water, the liquid will soon become 

clear. The Chinese have used alu m, a common mineral salt, as a 

coagulant for centuries. A special hollow cane, pierced with many 

holes, was filled with powdered alum. By slowly s ti rring the cane 

throug n a container of turbid water, the alum would d issolve and 

act as a coagulant. 

The earliest .known wes tern reference to alum as a coagulant in the 

west occurs in a 1757 treatise by Dr. John Rutty in England. Alum's 

amazing qualities w ere discussed again in 1827 by Dr. John Bostock 

o£ London who was experimenting with. water deli vered by the 

New River Company. "The water was let sit for a good many 

hours," he wrote. '11 became transparent but an unappealing dark 

color remained. Neither boiling or (iltration through sand and 

charcoal removed the color, but al um, when added in relatively 

small quali ties, quickly threw d own a precipitate and left the 

water without color." Afte r it was introduced into water treatment 

in England, the use of alum spread quic.kly throughout Europe. 

In the late 18th and early 19th century, American settlers were 

experimenting with a variety of coagulants. In 1830 there were 

reports of bumt toas ted biscuits being put into jugs of St. Lawrence 

River water to help remove the turbidity and make it appealing to 

drink. Boatmen along the Mississippi sprinkled lndian conuneal on 

pails of ddnking water to clarify it. Some of these folk remedies 

were not as crazy as they might seem. The use of cornmeal as a 
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Above, typicDI filtec bed, similar to 
the ones found in the San Andreas 
filtration plant. 
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Tap, the old alum tank directly 

opposite the Jepson laurel on the 
peninsula watershed. While it no 

longer has a functioning role in the 

system's purification process, the 

gentle seepage of water along the 
tank's sides through the years has 
created a home for m06ses and 

nasturtiums, and a water source for 
honey bees and butterflies 

coagulant recejved scient ific validation from n St. Louis Water 

Works chemical engineer in 1936, who found that two tablespoons 

of cornmeal in two liters of water greatly reduced turbidity and 

bacterial counts. ln. 1885, Rutgers University published the first 

Aroerican study of alum's effects as a coagulant in drinl<ing water. 

The study was quickly followed by a pate.nt for the use of alum, 

and, soon, city after city - including San Francisco - began to 

incorporate this system of coagulation into its water treotment. An 

old alum tank, now unused, stands near Jepson's Laurel at CrystaJ 

Springs Reservoir. 

Water is a living environment for many microscopic creatures and 

plants, some harmful to humans if ingested. Among the most 

notorious o( these are coliform bacteria, single-cel l intestinal 

organisms which enter the water system tbrough the feces of 

humans or an.imaJs. Through disinfection, water is exposed to he<~.t 

or chemicals to kila these micro-organisms. The value of utilizing 

heat, copper, and silver, to ensure saie drinking water was known to 

people centuries before germs and bacteria were actually 

discovered. Contemporary water treatment utilizes chlorine, ozone, 

and ul Ira-violet rays. 

Boiling is perhaps the oldest method of disinfection. Sanskrit 

translations dating to 2000 B.C. advise that water be exposed to 

sunlight and fi ltered th rough charcoal, that foul water be treated 

by boiling, and that a piece of hot copper be dipped into the water 

seven times. In the 5th century B.C., Hippocrates wrote that boiling 



and straining rainwater were necessary to prevent lt from having a 

bad smell and ca using hoarseness and thickness of voice in those 

who drank it. Tn the 4th cen tury B.C., the Greek p hi losophe r 

Aristotle warned AJexander the Grea t not to let his soldiers drink 

from s tagnant pools, and told him that water carried on desert 

marches should be boiled fi rst to prevent souring. 

In 1546 the Italian p hysician Girolamo Fracasto.ro described th e 

transmission of d isease by "seminaria/ or living germs. There was 

no way to visuali ze this concept unt il the invention of the 

microscope in 1676. During the latter half of the 1600s, the Dutch 

phys ician Hermann Boerhaave recommended that putrid water be 

rendered who lesome by boiling it. In doing so, he wrote, the 

animals in the water will be des troyed and sink to the bottom with 

the other impuri ties. 

c.kh J 1(1 . • 

I) '' ~' / J.f 
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Left, a water department chemist 

begins lhe regular testing of waters 
collected from three o( the system's 
many ~ervoirs and sampling 
points. 
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Above, a water department chemist 
performs a detergent test to 

determine whether there are any 

pollutants in a water sample, 1964. 

It is important to remember that there is no exact correlation 

between the taste, look, or smell of water, and bacterial 

contamination. Sometimes people think bad water tastes good. One 

of the worst water-borne epidemics in history occurred in London in 

the early 19th century. People from all over the city traveled to 

the Broad Street Wells for water considered the best in town. In 

1853 a cholera epidemic devastated London. Although the precise 

cause of cholera was not known at the time, doctors knew it could be 

transmitted through water. They tested the water supply in the 

three parts of the city where cholera had appeared. The water 

was safe and clean. On further investigation, however, it was found 

that the cholera-stricken families had traveled to Broad Street 

Wells for their water. Doctors found that the wells had been 

contaminated by a sewer, and were indeed, the source of the 

cholera. This tragedy led to ma~1y improvements in municipal 

water treatment, and to the realization that water supplies must be 

located upstream from any sewage outfall. It was a milestont> in 

water treatment history. 

It was not until 1862 that French chemist Louis Pasteur's pioneering 

research brought wide acceptance to the theory that germs cause 

infection. Pasteur's experiments were concerned with food 

preservation and disease prevention. His findings, however, were 

applied to the municipal water systems then being introduced. 

While boiling water kills harmful bacteria, it is too energy

intensive and costly for large-scale water works. Fortunately, 



scientific experiments led to more efficient methods of 

sterilization. Copper was among the first materials tested. For 

centuries, containers for holding wate r had been made of copper, 

and its general benefit to human health was given wide credence. 

Though subsequent laboratory experiments discredited copper as a 

germicidal agent, copper compouods are still used in some areas to 

inhibit algal growth. 

Silver was also examined as a germicidal treatment for water 

systems. In minute quantities, silver will destroy some of the germs 

and algae which can make water unpotab)e. Attempts to design a 

practical system using silver as the primary disi nfectant proved 

expensive and di{{icult. Most water companies using silver were 

either enamored of a magical new process or suspicious of the use of 

chlorine as a dis infectant. The United States Public Health Service 

stepped in and set a limit on the amount of silver used because 

drinking water treated too heavily with silver can cause argyria, a 

permanent blue-grey discoloration of the skin, eyes, and mucous 

membranes. 

Chlorine, first discovered in 1774 by Swed1sh chemist Karl 

Scheele, is the most common substance used to disinfect municipal 

water systems today. First used experimentally as a disinfectant in 

the late 19th century, chlorine was not produced commercially in 

the United States until 1909. The firs t chlorine disinfection 

program in this country was instituted at the New York State 

Treatment FacUity at Niagara Falls. It was soon thereafter 
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Tup, automated chlorine dispensers, 
c. 1955 

Bottom, This is the propeller for a 
mechanical chlorine system. The 
spin of the propeller measu(es the 
flow of water through the pipe and 
injects the correct amount of 

chlorine for disinfection. 
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Ozone and water treatment 

We all know the word ozone, but 
how much do we really know about 
it? The smell is certainly familiar. 
Think of the slightly sweet odor that 
lingers in the air after thunder 
storms. That is ozone. It can also 
be created artificially by passing an 
electrical discharge through the air. 
Remember the smell around slot 
cars and model trains? 

Ozone is a commonly occurring 
atmospheric gas, created through 
the interaction of ultraviolet light and 
oxygen. In the atmosphere, oxygen 
exists naturally as a molecule 
consisting of two atoms (02)-When 
the sun's ultraviolet rays hit these 
molecules they break oown into 
stngle atoms, which tnen anach 
themselves to other oxygen 
molecules to form ozone (03). 
Oxygen is a fairly S1able molecule 
while ozone is very reactive, 
constantly breaking down and 
recombining within the atmosphere. 
In fact, there is an entire layer of the 
upper stratosphere known as the 
"ozonosphere.• Within this layer the 
constant process of ozone 
production absorbs some of the 
ultraviolet radiation which, were it to 
reach the surface of the earth, 
would cause skin cancer and 
cataracts in humans and animals, 
and damage some of our most 
basic and important plant life. 

Ozone is an essential element of 
our planet's life support system, but 
the atmospheric ozone layer is now 
threatened by the accumulated 
effect of chlorofluorocarbon 
compounds, or CFCs. CFCs are 
used as refrigerants. as aerosol 
propellants, to clean computer 

by municipalities nationwide. Chlorination remains the dominant 

form of water treatment throughout the U.S. for a variety of 

reasons: chlorine is inexpensive; it is effective in smal l dosages 

against mo$1 b acteria and other microorgonisms; it is simple to 

detect the residual dose left in water after disinfection; and i I has 

a long history of successful use. Drawbacks o( chlorine treatment 

include that it is a poisonous gas requiring careful tra nsport and 

hand li ng, and its di s tinctive odor. ln the United States, this s light 

odor is accepted; in fact, for many people, the odor denotes water 

purity. In Europe, howeve r, s uch a chem ica l smell indicates 

contamination, and this has led to the use of ozone to treat water in 

European countries. 

Ozone was discovered in 1785 by Van Marun, a Dutch philosopher, 

who noticed a characteristic odor in the nir around his electrostatic 

mad1ine. rn 1840, the researcher Shombein determined that the 

odor was in fact a new substance, and gave it the name of ozone, 

derived from the Greek word ozein, meaning to smell. T he 

properties of the gas were explored in subsequent years, and ozone 

was first used as a wate.r disinfectant a.round the turn o( the centu ry. 

Much of the in itial development occurred in France; the first 

treatment facility was built in Holland. ln 1941, the first ozonation 

pl<~nt was built in the United S tates, in Whiting, lndianil . Today 

there are fewer than 30 ozone plants operating in the U.S., and 

more than 600 in Europe. 



Ozone is an excellent bactericide because it oxidizes or 'bums up" 

all organic pollutants present in water. It is effective against germs, 

algae, viruses, and the often more difficult problems of tastes and 

odors. Ozone's advantage over chlorination is that it does not leave 

an aftertaste or odor. One reason for the lack of ozonation facilities 

in the staJes is that ozone, unlike chlorine, cannot be bottled. 

Therefore, installation and production costs are initially much 

higher. But recent technological advances and increasingly 

stringent federal standards have made the ozonation process more 

economically feasible. 

While chlorine disinfection has been the basic treatment program 

for the San Francisco water system, the city has recently redesigned 

the San Andreas treatment facility around a new ozone system. The 

improved facility will expand capacity from 80 million gallons to 

180 million gallons per day. The increased flow is needed not onJy 

to meet growing public demand, but also to relieve other parts of 

the system when they shut down for repairs and improvements. 
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circuit boards, and to make foam 
insulation. Although CFCs have 
only been in use for the last 63 
years, they threaten to upset a 
natural balance which has existed 
for millennia. This is because, after 
they are used, CFCs (over 750,000 
metric tons worth each year) float 
up into the atmosphere where they 
are also bombarded by ultraviolet 
radiation. The resulting chemical 
changes produce chlorine, which 
then causes a catalytic reaction, 
rapidly breaking up molecule after 
molecule of ozone without itself 
being used up in the process. 

The new San Andreas Water 
Treatment Facility will use ozone to 
purify water. Why would we want 
ozone in our water system? 
Because it is one of the most potent 
disinfectants known. At San 
Andreas, ozone will first be created 
by sending huge electrical impulses 
through an oxygen-rich 
environment The ozone will then 
bubble through incoming water. 
destroying pollutants and bacteria in 
the most effective manner of water 
treatment currently known. 

Page 40-41, the new ozone generator 
installed at the San Andreas Water 
Treatment Facility. 
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Until its discovery as a prmnising water source, it lws remained a secluded and safe r·etreat for coyotes, pumas, big 
wild cats, a11d the fm·midable grizzly bear ... its whole native fauna in variety and abu11dance bejitti11g to the wild 
solitude of the locality, although so near to the largest city of the state. 

-Description of the Pilarcitos dam site by engineer Calvin Brown, 1863. 

THE WATERSHED 

The word "watershed" refers to a geographic area into which rainfall 

flows. When a land elevation, be it steep mountains or just a gentle 

rise, causes water to flow downhill into a catchment area, or stream, 

t.his creates a watershed . These watersheds can be fairly small in size, 

for instance the slopes surrounding a single creek and ravine, or they 

can be larger systems, such as the many creeks and springs feeding 

into a valley, like the peninsula watershed . In its largest conception, 

a watershed can be enormous, uniting entire states and regions, like 

the watershed of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This steep and 

continuous ridge causes all water on its western slopes to flow to the 

Pacific Ocean, creating an immense and complex watershed. The 

aqueducts bringing water from Hetch Hetchy reservoir on the 

western slope of the Sierra to the Bay Area are in many ways like J 

river: both rely on the essentially downward slope of the topography 

and the force of gravity to deliver water to !be coast. 

In the center of San Mateo County, with its busy freeways, 

neighborhoods, shopping centers, and businesses, lies a quiet oasis 

Previous pnge, In 1870, nine years 
after Pilarcitos Dam was built and 
just a few months after the 
completion of San Andreas Dam, 
Stone Dam wns constructed to 
divert waters flowing toward the 
Pacific Ocean into the San Andreas 

basin. 
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We descended from the hills and 
entered a rather narrow vall£'y 
which runs between a range of hills 
and the hig!r sierra which is toward 
the soutl1. It is thickly grcrwn with 
oaks, live oaks, and red cedar. 
The bottom of it is nearly covered 
with a lake, a marsh, and arrayos, 
all grau.m with tules, and we saw in 
it innumerable geese. 
We immediately struck ll1e same 
trail which the first expedition took, 
along the skirt of the range of hills. 
On it we encountered at each step 
arroyos of running water, from 
which, together with tlwl which 
conus dawn from the sierra in ot/Jer 
arroyos, are formed the lake and 
marshes. I11 this valley we 
encountered four villages .. . 
In each one of them, because tltey 
were near the road, we halted a 
little while, in order to make friends 
with tl1em and give them some 
beads. 

[On the following day] before 
daybreak I said Mass, it being the 
Feast of San Andres, for wllich 
reason we gave tlte name of tltat 
holy apostle to this valley. 

Francisco Palou, November 1774, 
recording the entry of his party into 
the valley where Crystill Springs 
l<eservoir now stands. Palou wils 
IFr rn the diary of Father raveling 
north to establish Catholic missions 
on the San Francisco Bay. 

of wooded hills and beautiful reservoirs- the watershed lands of the 

San Francisco peninsula. These lands, which are managed by the San 

Francisco Water Department for the City and County of San 

Francisco's Public Utilities Commission, total some 23,000 acres. Tbe 

property has been pieced together over a period of nearly 140 years 

through the purchase of farms and woodlands by the municipal 

water company and its predecessor, the privately held Spring Valley 

Water Company. The San Francisco Water Department has granted 

scenic easements on 4000 acres of watershed lands east of the 

reservoirs. These easements are administered by the Golden Gate 

National Recreation Area to maintain scenic qualities wltile allowing 

limited recreational use. The restricted public access to watershed 

lands is primarily intended to protect the reservoirs from loss of 

storage capacity and to prevent soil erosion from contaminating the 

water, thereby ensuring a reliable supply of high quality water. But 

over the years, as San Mateo County has grown, the restriction on 

public access to the watershed has also served to preserve these 

lands as a natural habitat for wild animals and plants. 

The inner peninsula watershed is created by two ridge systems. To 

the west Jies a series of steep mountains and ridges, including 

Sweeney Ridge, Kings Mountajn, and Cahill Ridge, creating a 

rugged barrier between the watershed and the Pacific coast. At the 

western extremity, Montara Mountain, the highest point on the 

watershed, forms the natural boundary of Pilarcitos Creek which 

eventually finds its way through Half Moon Bay to the ocean. To the 

east, the lower, narrower, and more gently sloped Buri Buri Ridge 
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separates the watershed from the populated suburban areas along 

the Bay. 

The San Andreas Fault runs north and sou th, right through the 

middle of the peninsula watershed. T he San Andreas is one of the 

earth's largest earthquake faults, running all the way from Point 

Arena in Northern California south to Baja and the Bay of California. 

The fault line marks the boundary between two tectonic plates on the 

earth's surface. The wes tern side of the watershed lands are part of 

the Pacific Plate which is slowly moving northwest toward Alaska. 

The eastern side of the valley is part of the American plate which 

remains essentially stat i.on.ary. The bedrock - the underlying 

geologic strata- of each slope of the valley is entirely different. The 

western bedrock is granite, the eastern bedrock is a combination of 

sedimentary and volcanic rock known as the Franciscan formation. 

The valley which forms the walershed's principle catchment basin 

was formed by lands sinking along the fault line. The rocks and soils 

along this line - the rift zone- were easi ly eroded, allowing streams 

to further deepen the valley over time. The damming of these 

streams in the late 19th and ea.rly 20th centuries created the San 

Andreas Dnd Crystal Springs reservoirs, both of which lie directly 

above the San Andreas Fault Zone. 

The reservoirs lie at about 500 feet above sea leveJ. TI1e surrounding 

hills have an average height of 1,000 feet, with the peaks of Montara 

Mountain to the wes t of Pilarcitos Reservoir rising to nearly 1,900 

feet. The peninsula watershed is susceptible to the general truisms of 
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Above, Serpentine grasslands of the 
peninsula watershed. 





climate in the Bay Area: it rains more in the mountains than in the 

lowlands; it rains more on the western than on the eastern slopes; it 

rains primarily in the winter, and very rarely in the summer. The 

watershed receives an average of 35 to 45 inches of precipitation 

annually. Rainfall levels are irregular from year to year and they run 

within a cycle of 50 to 100 years between periods of heavy rain to 

periods of drought. The run-off is supplemented by fog that 

condenses on the large trees of the upper ridges forming droplets 

that faJI to the ground and recharge the water table. 

Considering its sm~l area, the peninsula watershed preserved by the 

the San Francisco Water Department has a wide range of habitat 

zones, from riparian to coniferous forest, from redwood groves to 

windswept chaparral. The watershed is home to an amazing variety 

of plants and animals, including nearly 800 species plants, of which 

over 100 are trees and shrubs; some 50 species of mammals, 165 

species of birds, 30 species of amphibians and reptiles, several 

species of fish, and hundreds of species of insects. The hillsides are 

wooded with California oak, laurel, manzanita, and Douglas fir 

trees. In addihon to the naturally occurring plants of the watershed, 

there are other species which serve as reminders of the area's history 

of human habitation and cultivation. Groves of eucalyptus trees, 

Monterey pine, and Monterey cypress mark old farm and rancho 

home sites. TI1e area also has numerous exposed outcroppings of a 

smooth green peridotite stone known as serpentine, rich in 

magnesium and not easily eroded. Serpentine soils sustain many 

species of rare native California wildflowers. 
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Previous Page, Upper Crystal 
Springs Dam after the 1906 
earthquake. Although the roadway 
was displaced several feet, the dam 

itself was not damaged. 
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Despite the apparent diversity of climate and geography, watersheds 

impose a bond on everything that lives and lies within them. The 

connection is basic: what happens upstream affects the quality of the 

naturaJ environment of those who live downstream, and the heaJth 

and condition of the watershed directly affects the quality of tbe 

water supply. 

The demands on the watershed are tremendous. Water is needed for 

people to drink and bathe, to sprinkle yards and parks, to fill 

swimming pools and fountains. Many industries need water for 

manufacturing processes. In the dry summers, farmers in California 

need water to irrigate their crops. People who fisb, swim, boat, and 

hike need water. Open bodies of water, reflecting pools, and flowing 

streams also have an aesthetic significance in our culture - we 

consider natural beauty one of the indices of quality of life. But 

animals, plants, and fish which live along and in rivers and 

reservoirs also need water to live, and the survival of these species 

directly affects our own. To this end, we value watershed lands 

which remain in a natural state. 

The San Francisco Watershed is a complex biological and ecological 

community. It appears to be a pristine natural island amid the 

houses and highways of the suburban peninsula, yet its existence is 

closely aJlied with human interests, and its preserved state is often 

questioned. 



Any public use of the watershed requires careful consideration . 

There is always the risk of fire caused by carelessness. Human waste 

and litter could pollute the site. Soil can be compacted under the feet 

of too many joggers and hikers. If the soil is compacted rainfall is not 

absorbed and filtered through the soil. Instead, water runs off 

quickly, eroding hillsides and carrying sediment into the reservoirs. 

This sediment increases water turbidity and water quality declines. 

Although some municipalities permit recreational activities on their 

watershed lands, this means higher costs for the consumer due to the 

additional capital and operational funds needed to treat the water to 

ensure that it meets drinking water requirements. 

There are several thousand acres of publicly accessible parkland on 

the peninsula, from Sweeney Ridge and the newly acquired Phleger 

Estate of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, to the State 

of California's Coyote Point Park. In fact, the peninsula watershed is 

adjacent to no fewer than fourteen different public parks, open for 

hiking, picnicking, and sports activity. The watershed is at the heart 

of this wealth of public lands, serving as a safe refuge for wildlife, 

and preserving in perpetuity the quality of the water supply. 

In an age when man /1as forgotten his origins and is blind even to his 
most essential needs for su rviva/, water .. .l111S become the victim of Iris 
rndifference. 

- Rachel Carson, TI1e Silmt Spring. 
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ENDANGERED SPECIES 

The lands of the San Francisco watershed were initially declared off-limits to most public uses in order to 

ensure clean, unpolluted water for the city's consumption. Although the peninsula watershed cannot be 

considered a wilderness- the landscape has been altered by ranching, roads, and reservoirs -the fad 

that it has been preserved against encroaching suburban development has made it a haven for many 

species which might otherwise disappear. 

Rare and endangered species Jiving in and around the San Francisco peninsula watershed include: ~..nwt 

San Mateo Thorn-mint 
Coast Rock Cress 
Laurel Hill Manzan ita 
Presidio Manzanita 
San Bruno Mountain Manzanita 
Montara Manzanita 
Pacific Manzanita 
Leo Brewer's Manzanita 
Marsh Sand wort 
Fountain Th.istle 
Presidio Clarkia 
San Francisco Collinsia 
Leatherwood 
San Mateo Wooly Sunflower 
Fragrant Fritillary 
California Bottlebrush Grass 
San Francisco Wallflower 
San Francisco Gumpla.nt 
Diablo Helianthella 
Marin Dwarf Flax 
Beach Layia 
San Francisco Lessingia 
Arcuate Bush Mallow 
San Francisco Owl's-clover 

Ac0'1tfhomint/1a duttcmni 
Arabi blepharophylla 
Arclosltrphylos hookeri franciscana 
Arctostaphylos hookeri ravenii 
Arctostaphylos imbricata 
Arctostapllyios montaraenis 
Arctostaphylos paciftea 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 
Arenaria paludicola 
Cirsium fontinale 
Clarkia franciscan a 
Coilinsia Jranciscana 
Dirca occidental is 
Eriaphyllum latilobum 
Fritillaria liliacea 
Elymus californicus 
Erysimum franciscanum 
Grindelia maritima 
He/ian thelia castanea 
Hesperolinon congestum 
Layia carnosa 
Lessingia germanorum 
Malacothamnus arcuatu.s 
Ortlux:arpl!s floribundus 



OTHER INVERTEBRATES 

AMPHlBlANS AND 
REPTrLES 

BlRDS 

White-rayed Pentachaeta 
Gairdner's Yampah 

San Francisco Popcorn Flower 
Hickman's Gnquefoil 
Adobe Sanicle 
San Francisco Campion 
Caper-fruited Tropidocarpum 

San Francisco Forktai I Damselfly 
Rickseckers Water Scavenger Beetle 
Bumblebee Scarab Beetle 
Monarch Butterfly 
Bay Checkerspot Butterfly 
Mission Blue Butterfly 
San Bruno Elfin Butterfly 
Callippe Silverspot Butterfly 

Tomales Isopod 
Edgewood Blind Harvestman 

California Tiger Salamander 
California Red-legged Frog 
San Francisco Garter Snake 

Northern Harrier 
Black-shouldered Kite 
Short-eared Owl 
Burrowing Owl 
Bank Swallow 
Saltmarsh Common YeJlowthroat 
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t ~;;/~:~ ~~:~~~e7-t , i ~ / I 
ssp gairdneri ~ f 
Plagiobothyrus diffusus (~ ~ l · 

Potentilla hickmanii A~~·f.r _ / j 
Sanicula maritima 'I ·~ ~ / 
Silene verecunda ~ . :Y 
Tropidoca,-pum capparidwm 

lsdrnu ra gemina 
Hydroclrara rickseckeri 
Lichnanthe ursina 

I! I 
~) 

•t I 

Danus plexippus ~.-

Euphydryas editha bayenis .\" . 
lcaricia icarioides missionenis 1 
Jncisalia mossii baymis :\ 
Speyeria callippe callippc \ 

Caecidotea tomalcnsi 
Colicin a minor 

Ambystoma tignnum californimse 
Rana aurora draytoni 
Thanmaphis sirtalis tetrataenia 

Circus cyaneus 
£/anus caeruleus 
Asio jlammi!US 

At1tene cuniculnria 
Riparia riparia 
Geothlypis trichas simt'osa 

\. 

Page 52: Top left, San Bruno Mountain Manzanita. Bollom left, San Francisco Lessingia. Right, Fountain Thstle. 
Page 53:T ap left Mission Blue Butterfly. Tap rigltl, Presidio Clarkia. Bottom lift, Bank Swallow. Bottom right, San Francisco 

Garter Snake. 
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1>0,------ -------, 

Above, Average historical and high 

forecast of future water demand for 
the City of San Francisco, by fiscal 

year and by million gaUons per day. 

Projections for the years 1990-2005 
assume a 5% water conservation 
figure. The very low consumption 
during the late 1970's was due to 

strict conservation measures 
implemented during a major 

drought 

The state may foil but hills and streams remain. 

- TuFu 

FUTURE WATER 

A new San Francisco city charter, passed in 1900, mandated the 

development of a municipal water system. In 1906, during the great 

earthquake, the broken p ipes of the privately-held Spring VaJley 

Water Company were an unmitigated disas ter. By 1908, there was 

tremendous pressure to find a sufficient, secure source of water for 

San Francisco. City officials were ardently lobbying the federal 

government for permission to dam the Tuolumne River and create a 

reservoir in the Hetch Hetchy Valley. The plan was to pipe the 

waters from the Tuolumne over 150 miles, down the slopes of the 

Sierra Nevada, across the great Central Valley, and under the San 

Francisco Bay to the city- an imm.ense engineering challenge at the 

time. But Spring Valley was fight ing hard to maintain control of 

water in San Francisco. The company had its own plans for 

expansion, and a full complement of s tudies and graphs indicating 

its a.bility to meet the city's demands for water well into the second 

half of the 20th centur:y. 



Though in 1908 Spring VaHey overestimated future population, and 

underestimated the capacity of Hetch Hetchy, their predictions for 

consumption weren't far off the mark. As the century comes to a 

close, San Francisco does indeed use 100 million gailons of water a 

day. But what about the fut-ure? How much water will San Francisco 

use over the next SO years? Or rather - and the distinction is 

important - how much water will the city need over the next SO 

years? And how much are we willing to pay for it? 
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Above, A graph of projected water 
usage to the year 1950, prepared by 

the Spring Valley Water Company 
in 1908. 
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The Fog 

The greater Bay Area has what is 
termed a Mediterranean climate, 
named for the coastal areas of 
southern Europe, but found also in 
the United States and parts of 
South America, Africa, and 
Australia. Weather in such zones is 
hot and dry in the summer and mild 
and wet in the winter. Anyone who 
has spent time in San Francisco, of 
course, would laugh at the idea of a 
"hot, dry summer." In fact, 
summers on the San Francisco 
peninsula are usually quite cool and 
damp, although little or no rain falls 
in these months. Instead, the city 
experiences frequent maritime fogs, 
caused by the hot sun S1riking the 
cold ocean offshore, transforming 
liquid water into atmospheric vapor, 
or fog. The fog is drawn landward 
by the air pressure differential 
between the cool sea and the hot 
earth. 

Just how wet is the fog? Does it 
have any signilicant role in the Bay 
Area's water cycle? In some upper 
areas of the city and the hills of 
Berkeley and Oakland, as much as 
ten inches of summertime fog
related precipitation has been 
measured. Ten inches is about half 
of the Bay Area's average annual 
total, yet this precipitation, called 
fog drip, is not included in any 
official statistic. 

The circumstances for its creation 
are fairly specific: the maritime fog 
condenses on all surlaces, but it 
especiaffy'favors the complex 
surlace areas of plants such as 
needle pines and thin-leafed trees 
like the eucalyptus. When the wind 
blows, these droplets fall to 

The City of San Francisco Water Department currently provides 

water to over two million people within San Francisco, on the 

peninsula, in the South Bay, and in parts of the East Bay. Today users 

demand an average of 276 million gallons per day. By the year 2035, 

that demand is projected to grow to 380 million gallons per day . Due 

to a fairly stable population and successful conservation initiatives, 

water consumption within the city of San Francisco itself is projected 

to remain fa.irly level, but suburban consumption, especially in the 

South Bay, is expected to grow substantially. However, prolonged 

drought conditions may further undermine projections. 

San Franci.sco must import water from distances of 30 to 150 miles. 

The city is fortunate in its extensive system of reservoirs in the Sierra, 

on the peninsula, and in the East Bay hills. Yet even these sources 

may wane during dry years. fn the future, where will our water 

come from? 

Local water sources- the city's few remainjng springs, wells , and 

streams - could never meet the demand, although Golden Gate 

Park uses welts for irrigation, some major downtown office buildings 

have tapped wells and underground streams for water to feed their 

cooling systems, and the Presidio still relies on Lobos Creek as its 

primary water supply. Further importation of water always exists as 

a solution, though a difficult and costly one. In the past, plans have 

been proposed to pipe water to California over distances of a 

thousand miles and more from rain-drenched regions of Canada and 

the Pacific Northwest. 



On the other hand, San Francisco is surrounded by water - salt 

water, undrinkable in its natural form and useless for irrigation; but, 

through desalination, it is possible to make sea water potable. Cities 

in the American Southwest desalinate brackish river water, and the 

coastal desert areas of North Africa and the Mideast sustain modern 

cities by treating ocean water for human use. 

Distillation is the oldest method of water desaJination. Through the 

use of heat- either the sun or artificially produced "flashes,"- salt 

water is evaporated. The rising, pure water vapor is siphoned from 

the top to be condensed into fluid as it cools. The brine wastes flow 

away below. Two other desalination processes, electrodialysis and 

reverse osmosis, operate on a molecular level that can be controlled 

more precisely. Electrodialysis relies on the natural ionization 

(positive or negative electrical charge) of salts dissolved in water. 

Water is sent through permeable natural membranes which allow 

passage of certain ions only. Reverse osmosis uses filters that block 

salts at the molecular level. The filter holes axe large enough to allow 

water molecules to pass through, but too small for larger molecules 

of salt and other compounds. On a scale large enough to meet the 

needs of a city, all desalination processes create waste products that 

are difficult to dispose ot. They are also very energy intensive and 

expensive. For i11Stance, customers of the San Francisco Water 

Department currently pay about $47 pet acre foot for water. Some 

areas of the East Bay pay their suppliers as much as $230 per acre 

foot. If we had to finance desalination, that water might cost more 

than $2600 p~r acre foot. 
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underlying roofs and onto the 
ground, forming pools in low-lying 
areas. The benefits of fog drip in 
the Bay Area are very localized, 
primarily allowing plants and 
animals to survive the dry summers 
In other parts of the world, however, 
the phenomenon has a much more 
important role_ On the island of 
Hokkaido in Japan, trees have _been 
planted on ridges to trap the sea log 
and to shelter valleys from excess 
moisture_ On other islands, from 
the Canaries to Hawaii and 
Tasmania, log drip is an important 
contributor to stream flow and 
vegetation growth, serving human 
populations as well as animals and 
plants. 
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Do you know what sea-fog is? It is 
the bodily, spiritual and temporal 
life of California; it is the 
immaculate mantle of the unclad 
coast; it feeds the hungry soil, gives 
drink unto the thirsting corn, and 
clotl1es the nakedness of nature. It 
is the ghost of unshed showers -
atomized dew, precipitated in life
bestowing avalanclleS upon a 
dewless and parched shore; it is the 
good angel that stands between a 
careless people and con tag ion; it is 
heaven-sent nourishment. It makes 
the strong the weak; makes the wise 
foolish -you don't go out a second 
time in midsummer without your 
wraps - and it is altogether tile 
freshest, purest, sweetest, most 
picturesque, and most precious 
element in the physical geography 
of the Pacific slope. It is worth 
more to California tlwn all her gold, 
and silver, and copper, than all !zer 
earn and wine - in shart it is 
simply indispensable. 

Charles Warren Stoddard, 
In tile Footprints 

of the PtUires. 

It is also possible to reuse water - to practice reclamation by 

treating sewage, or selectively directing water which is still usable. 

Current cultural and aesthetic standards for reclaimed water have 

restricted its use to agriculture and domestic irrigation. Some 

households reclaim "gray water" for their gardens, draining bnth 

water through filters directly into the yard. Reclamation for 

agricultural irrigation on a large, commercial scale is more common 

in other countries than it is in the United States, but, this might 

change. There is a growing perception that "a single use of wnter 

before it is discharged is a luxury that the future cannot afford." 

Space exploration and scientific research on closed biological 

systems for human habitation have given us new ideas for 

reclaiming water. Guided by technologies which concentrate the 

natural processes of evaporation, condensation, filtration, and solar 

radiation into a smaller space and a much shorter period of time, 

scientists and inventors have developed regenerating water cells. 

Within a water cell, a finite amount of water is used over and over 

again. Microprocessors test and control the treatment process, 

yielding a product that generally exceeds government quality 

standards. A single home can be a water cell - and indeed 

entrepreneurial businesses are forming to equip houses for total 

reclamation. It is also possible to configure apartment houses and 

even neighborhoods or small communities as water cells, although 

reclamation at this scale is still in the experimental stages. 



The most promising, t he most effective, and the least expensive 

alternative for fut-ure water remains conservation. Having endured 

two periods of severe d rought in twenty years, Californians have 

grown accustomed to us•ns water more sparingly. Water-thirsty 

lawns have been permanently replaced with hardy nattve plants. 

Leaky p1pes and excessive flow are almost a thing of the past due to 

economic penalties assessed when homeowners and businesses 

exceed their a llotment. Water-effi cient toilets and low-flow shower 

heads have become a regular feature in homes, both new and old. In 

other word s, the drought years have made an important contribution 

to our p erception of water use and availability, and to our sense of 

ind~vidual responsibility; and the cost of dJ."ought-year water has 

promoted the production of a flurry of produ cts and inventions 

intended to maximize the limited amount of water available to us. 

The other side o ( conservalion is preservin g o ur current water 

supplies by controlling the ind ustrial and agricultural pollution of 

rivers and streams, and protecting watershed lands. Well-forested 

slopes control erosion and ensu re that rain and melting snow IS 

adequately filte red through soils before it reaches the streams . San 

Franc1sco is fortunate because its watershed lands are permanently 

p rotected as natural preserves, safe from the int rusion of 

manufacturing, mining, or logging. This protected legal s tatus, 

however, does no t keep the watershed entirely safe. Atmospheric 

phenomena - whether a natural drought that dries up a lake, or 

man-mad e aci d rain that poisons a river- affect the water supply 

throughou t large parts of our state and country. These kinds of 
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Above, The constant prest!l'lce of fog 
rolling over the peninsula hills 
condenses as it passes through the 

needles of Douglas Fir and other 

evergreens providing an important 
supply of water in the summer 
months. This phenomenon is 
known as fog drip. 
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complex relationships remind us of just how closely bound together 

our needs are with those of the greater western watershed and with 

the rhythm of the natural water cycle itself. 

The future of Wilter will be shaped by a quiet revolution of 

understanding, appreciation and individual responsibility. The 

Schusslers and O'Shaughnessys of tomorrow will have to consider 

water in terms of priorities. It is very likely water will begin to cycle 

through the "human" system more than once, putting the function of 

water as a nutrient beverage at the pinnacle of a water-use pyramid 

that delineates levels of treatment, use, and re-treatment before it is 

released back into the environment to continue its natural path on 

the water cycle. This re-use will certainly make us more sensitive to 

waste disposat and more aware of environmentally detrimental 

agricultural, industrial, and individual actions, giving us a greater 

appreciation than ever of our source supplies and their adjoining 

environment. 

About the future, one thing is certain- without water, there is no 

future. 
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MAJOR RESERVOIRS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO WATER SYSTEM 

1861 - Pilarcitos Spring Valley Water Company 
created the first reservoir of the city's system with a 88-
toot high earthen dam across Pilarcitos Creek on the 
peninsula. The creek flows naturally to the west, 
draining into the Pacific Ocean at Half Moon Bay. From 
1865 to 1 906, when the delivery lines were destroyed in 
the earthquake, Pilarcitos water was diverted in 
redwood flumes northward to Laguna Honda in the city. 
Today, the dam has been upgraded to withstand 
earthquakes and at present this reservoir feeds into the 
San Andreas Reservoir. 

1870 - San Andreas When Pilarcitos proved 
inadequate to the city's demand, Spring Valley's chief 
engineer, Hermann Schussler, designed another 
earthen dam to span San Mateo Creek in the 
peninsula's San Andres Valley. (The valley's official 
name became "San Andreas" in the 1950s.) The dam 
was raised to 105 feet in 1928. Today, San Andreas 
Reservoir holds over 6 billion gallons of water. 

1871 - Stone Dam Originally, Stone Dam and its 
adjunct system ot tunnels and flumes were intended to 
divert water from the western slopes of Montara 
Mountain into the eastern slope watershed of the San 
Andreas Valley. Built of granite quarried at the site and 
topped with red brickwork, it is a thin arch dam. Like 
many of Schussler's designs, it was considered 
remarkable for the times. Most of Stone Dam's tunnels 
were abandoned around the turn of the century . 
CurrenUy, the small reservoir behind Stone Dam holds 5 
million gallons of water draining from lower Pilarcitos 
Creek. 

1876- Upper Crystal Springs This earthen dam with 
a puddled clay core stands 70 feet high and spans San 
Mateo Creek south of San Andreas Reservoir. While no 
longer holding water, it does support the roadbed for 
Highway 92 between San Mateo and Half Moon Bay, 
offering bikers and drivers a postcard-perfect view of the 
reservoir. 

1888 - Lower Crystal Springs Just a few years after 
the completion of the upper dam, Spring Valley had 
Schussler construct another dam across San Mateo 

Creek at a slightly lower elevation . He designed the 
first concrete dam in the United States, constructed of 
ingenious interlocking blocks, so that there is no 
continuous vertical or horizontal seam. The dam was 
raised twice. in 1891 and 1911 . It withstood the 1906 
earthquake with no sign of damage. In 1976, the 
American Society of Civil Engineers designated Crystal 
Springs Dam a California Historic Civil Engineering 
Landmark . The dam stands 154 feet high. The 
reservoir is nine miles long and holds 22.6 billion gallons 
of water. 

1918 - Lake Eleanor Enormous amounts of electricity 
were needed to run equipment to build the dam across 
the Tuolumne River in Hetch Hetchy Valley. To provide 
water to drive turbines and generators, the city dammed 
Eleanor Creek, lying just to the northwest, transforming 
a shallow mountain lake into a reservoir of some 28,000 
acre feet. Since 1960, water from Lake Eleanor has 
been diverted to nearby Lake Lloyd ; from there it flows 
into the Cherry Power Tunnel and down the Tuolumne 
River to Don Pedro Reservoir. 

1923 - Hetch Hetchy Spanning the grand canyon ot 
the Tuolumne River, the first stage of the completed 
O'Shaughnessy Dam rose to 344 feet. In 1938 it was 
raised to its current height of 430 feet. The reservoir 
holds 360,360 acre feet. serving as San Francisco's 
principle source of drinking water. 

1925 - Calaveras In 1875 Spring Valley Water 
Company out-maneuvered the City of San Francisco to 
purchase land and water rights in the East Bay's 
Calaveras Valley. It wasn't until 1913, however. thatlhe 
company began a dam on the site , and that structure 
wasn't successfully completed until 1925. Calaveras 
became part of the San Francisco Water Department in 
1930. The earth and rock fill dam, which was 
strengthened and improved in 1975, stands 215 feel 
high. The reservoir holds 31 .5 bill ion gallons. 

1956 - Lake Lloyd Named for Harry E. lloyd, chief 
engineer tor Hetch Hetchy in the 1950s, Lake Lloyd is 
not used tor drinking water. Instead, this reservoir in 
Cherry Creek Canyon just 17 miles northwest of Hetch 
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